
Sinister Urge The Life and Times of Rob Zombie Book Hardcover NEW 000141461. Brand New. C $27.47. Rob Zombie The Sinister Urge CD Promo Geffen 2001 Advance CD VERY RARE! Pre-Owned. C $12.25. Rob Zombie inspires me, and this book will inspire you, dear reader. His story, in the hands of Joel McIver, is a genuine win—an extremely compelling and fun ride which you'll find is definitely worth the price of admission. Jeremy Wagner. If you talk to him now, as I have a couple of times as a journalist, he seems very relaxed about life and his place in it—and he certainly doesn't regard his upbringing as a miserable one. He was just bored out of his mind, unable to find satisfaction in any endeavor. As a child, he would enter drawing contests at the local public library, and would often win, but he would never be satisfied with the results himself. Sinister Urge. Read 16 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Sinister Urge is the first in-depth, career-spanning biography of hea... This illuminating biography written by Joel McIver, with an engaging forward by Jeremy Wagner, chronicles the life and times of Rob Zombie, born Robert Cummings. Focussing on the man and not necessarily the concept, the biography takes us on a tour of Zombie's brain (pun intended). We meet the slightly off-centre child, whose genius was yet to be exposed to the world and mov The first thing that strikes the eye is the vivid crimson cover—a fitting iconic imagery of the persona that is Rob Zombie. While much of the book deals with Zombie's band WHITE ZOMBIE, and his still thriving solo career, fans of Zombie's films should be satisfied with the amount of material the author dives into...As you'll see, Zombie is more than a rock star. He's an artist running on all cylinders at all times, and instead of a drug-fueled sex romp, SINISTER URGE is one incredibly inspiring account. - -Cinema Knife Fight. “McIver paints Rob Zombie as a man of serious dedication and discipline, who functions in his own bubble most of the time. Devoid of dirt, scandal, and gossip, this worthwhile book - complete